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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The Philadelphia Watch Case Company building is a roughly L-shaped complex occupying a 
commanding position along Pavilion Avenue and around a corner formed by the junction of 
the street with the tracks of the Pennsylvania Railroad. The complex actually consists of 
two discrete buildings, the old Pavilion Hotel, built in 1852, to the north, and the structure 
erected for industrial purposes in 1906/7 at the corner.

The latter is composed of four distinct sections. Predominant is the trapezoidal seven-story 
office structure . Like many late-nineteenth and early-twentieth century tall buildings, it 
was conceived on the principle of base, shaft, and capital. The base, consisting of the base 
ment an'd first story, is severe, of tooled granite. The'shaft, consisting of the next four stories, 
is of buff-colored brick with granite quoins. It is terminated by a substantial cornice supported 
on paired brackets. Beneath these the corners are marked by swags with pendent wreaths. The 
attic story is topped by a simpler bracketed cornice. The front and sides are differentiated by 
the fenestration systems, the front having triple windows and the side single. All are enframed 
with crosseted surrounds with keystones. In front of this mass is an eight-story stair tower. 
At ground level the main entrance is marked by paired Corinthian columns bearing an entab 
lature decorated with wreaths. Spandrels between the paired windows in the "shaft" section 
are decorated with swags and grotesques. The last stage of the tower rises one story above 
the building. It is adorned on each face with an elaborately framed clock and surmounted by 
a lavishly decorated mansard roof with cresting. On the interior, the stair, visible through

-the__wmdows, wraps around an open-cage Otis elevator.
N ,;;;; .•••':'•'.' ; /. :t .i: f ^' ;<i '}:.... i „••.....,.-„..

To the north of this is a functional factory building, recessed approximately 12 feet from the 
building line. Its divisions are defined by its reinforced concrete post and lintel construction. 
Each bay is approximately 18 feet square and is occupied by a triple window above a span 
drel of brick infill'.' 'This section is terminated by a square pavilion, projecting TO the same 
building line as the office, and, with the exception of the basement and tower, repeating its 
forms in simpler vein.' The fourth section, again recessed approximately 12 feet,-replicates 
the second.

This massive structure is attached at the north to the older three-story building that was origi 
nally the Pavilion Hotel. It consists of a central pavilion with flanking wings, all carried out 
in stuccoed brick with stone trim. The central feature of the first floor is a glazed arcade, 
with the arches narrowing towards the periphery. Above is a Venetian window with hood mold, 
flanked by a single arched window on either side. The third floor has plain rectangular sash. 
Each flanking five-bay wing has first floor windows with blind arches, second floor windows 
with hood molds, and plain sash on the third floor. Originally, this building consisted only 
of the basement and two stories above. It wasfswrtnotwited by-<* large, square cupola and 
encircled by arcaded porches. It was evidently altered several times before its purchase in 
1892 by the Philadelphia Watch Case Company. At this time, the top story was added and 
the building was extended to the east.
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The buildings,of the Philadelphia Watch Case Company have been important visual landmarks of 
Riverside since the town's founding. The oldest portion of the-complex, the former Pavilion Hotel 
built in 1852, was the first major public building in town and the focus of the town's early his 
tory as a resort. The remainder of the complex was once considered to be the largest watch case 
factory in the world and is a notable example of an early reinforced concrete modular factory 
building.

What is now known as Riverside was incorporated as the town of Progress by Samuel Bechtold, 
a real estate promoter, in 1851. In the spring of 1852, Bechtold began constructing the Pavilion 
Hotel. A year later he laid out an area known as Spring Garden Park, and advertised both the 
hotel and park widely in the Philadelphia newspapers. The hotel was a popular destination for 
summer excursions, reaching a peak in the late 1860s, but quickly declined in popularity later 
in the century, after the opening of railroad lines from Philadelphia to the Jersey shore. It 
had been vacant for some time prior to its purchase in 1892 by Theophilus Zurbrugg, owner of 
the Philadelphia Watch Case Company.

:;r <'» .'!••( t>ii' :; :rv., c' '.>-r, • • > ,
The Philadelphia Watch Cae Company had been founded in that city in 1884, expanding rapidly 
after 1888 when the firm commenced the manufacture of gold-filled cases. Continued expansion 
called for new quarters and provided the motive for purchase and expansion of the Pavilion Hotel 
building. Zurbrugg maintained firm control over the company. In 1898 he founded the River 
side Metal Company, which supplied the alloys needed in the manufacture of gold-filled and 
plated watch cases. In addition, the company ran "The Homestead," a boarding house for 
female employees patterned after the Lowell system in Massachusetts.

Late in 1906 the company announced plans to build a "mammoth new building, " comprising the 
major extension of the complex along Pavilion Avenue south of the old hotel. At this time the 
company was a mainstay of the town, employing I,,000 persons and producing 6,000 cases per 
day. The cases were sold not only domestically, but to Swiss watchmakers as well. The 
construction of this plant, completed early in 1908 was progressive for its day. Reinforced 
concrete as a structural system foPrlafge-scalefbuildings was introduced firrfche United States- 
in the first decade of the twentieth century, and the Philadelphia Watch Case building is 
thus an early example of the genre. In particular, the straightforward handling of the material 
in the factory sections of the complex is of note.

• Mount Holly Herald, September 29, 1906, 2.
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During the course of its operation, the company acquired a number of other businesses, and 
utilized several names. It is sometimes referred to by one of these, the Keystone Watch Case 
Company.

Ironically, one of the subsidiaries, the Riverside Metal Company survives today and is 
still in operation in an adjacent plant. The Philadelphia Watch Case Company, which 
later became the H.K. Porter Company, succembed to the decline in popularity of pocket 
watches. It ceased operation, and its buildings have been vacant since I972. The property 
is now for sale.
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